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1. INTRODUCTION
A key distinguishing feature of userintensive software, and in particular
Web applications, is the heavy
dependence on the interactions with
many users, who approach the
applications
with
different
and
evolving needs, attitudes, navigation
profiles,
preferences,
and
even
idiosyncrasies,
which
generate
different navigation profiles. Knowing
and predicting the different user
behaviours are crucial factors that may
directly affect the success of the

application.
Underestimating
the
importance of these factors may lead to
technical as well as non-technical
failures that may involve substantial
economic losses. For example, an
inadequate or distorted knowledge of
users' navigation preferences may lead
to Web applications characterized by
an unsatisfactory user experience with
consequent loss of customers and
revenues.
Unfortunately the presence of a huge
number of users with different and
evolving behaviours make it almost
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impossible to accurately predict and
model all of them, and to design
applications that can answer all
possible
needs.
Moreover,
the
population of users is seldom
homogenous and, typically, several
classes of users with distinct user
behaviours coexist at the same time. In
addition, no matter how well they are

initially captured, user behaviours
change over time. This leads to the
need for learning and refining our
understanding of how users interact
with the system and to the need for
speculating on the inferred knowledge
to drive the progressive system
maintenance,
adaptation,
and
customization.

EXISTING SYSTEM

when compared to text in documents
or
other
vocabulary
related
presentation. The aim is to improve
user satisfaction by returning images
that have a higher probability to be
accepted by the user.

We introduce the Markovian Semantic
Indexing (MSI), a new method for
automatic annotation and annotation
based image retrieval. The properties
of MSI make it particularly suitable for
ABIR tasks when the per image
annotation data is limited. The
characteristics of the method make it
also particularly applicable in the
context of online image retrieval
systems.
EXAMPLE
For example taking the user query as
input to the system, find the relevance
to the keywords by constructing it as
AMC and measuring the semantic
similarity of the keyword by using
database. Also discover the probability
between the query and images in
annotated image database. Then find
the similarity between matching
images by calculating the distance
between them using MSI concept.
Ranking the images based on this
distance, and finally system responds
with a list of most ranked images. the
queries formed by the users of a search
engine are meaningfully refined, the
keywords representing brief semantics
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1. Identifying
the
atomic
propositions: The designers give
semantics to the URLs occurring in
the log file by means of a set of
atomic propositions that denote the
relevant user actions. This is a
necessary setup phase through
which the designer identifies the
actions relevant for the analysis of
the application. Automatically
clusters the entries of the log that
represent URLs into groups
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univocally identified by sets of
propositions.
2. Identifying user classes: The
designers
characterize
the
population of users by identifying a
set of relevant features to cluster
them into distinct classes. For
instance, they may use the feature
user-agent to discriminate users
depending on the browser they rely
on, or depending on the device they
use (mobile vs. desktop users).
3. Inferring
the
models:
The
inference engine analyses the log
file of the application and infers a
set of discrete time Markov chains
(DTMCs). DTMCs are finite state
automata
augmented
with
probabilities:
each
state
is
characterized
by
a
discrete
probability
distribution
that
regulates the outgoing transitions.
The inference engine generates an
independent DTMC for each user
class.
4. Annotating the models with
rewards: The designers may
provide information by annotating
the states of the models with
numerical values that represent
rewards. Rewards indicate the
impact of the state on some metrics
of interest. The annotations are
optional and refer to the set of
atomic propositions introduced in
the second step.
5. Specifying the properties of the
interaction patterns: The designers
formally specify the properties of

interest for the user-intensive
system. The properties may
predicate on the probability that
users may follow a certain
navigational pattern, or may
predicate on the rewards.
6. Analyzing the models: The analysis
engine quantitatively evaluates the
formal properties against the
Markov models, and produces
either numerical or Boolean
results, depending on the nature of
the properties. The obtained
results provide insights on the
behaviours of the users and on the
impact of such behaviours on the
rewards in the models. These
insights
guide
designers
in
refactoring or customizing the
application under analysis.
3. THE DETAILS OF THE
APPROACH
This approach is grounded on a
simple basic assumption, discussed
here before presenting the six steps
of the approach in details. The
input is a log file structured as a
list of rows that record the
interactions between the users and
the Web server of the application
under
analysis.
Each
row
represents a request of a Web
resource issued by a client. Here
after we use the terms row and
request
interchangeably.
We
assume that the rows contain the
following common data: the IP
address of the user who issued the
request to the server, a timestamp
that represents the time of the
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request, the user-agent, and the
requested URL. These assumptions
correspond to the information
provided by the log files compliant
to the Common Log Format (CLF)
adopted by many popular Web
servers, such as the Apache Web
server4.
3.1 Identifying the Atomic
Propositions
In the first step of the approach
associates semantics to the rows of the
log file by means of a set of automatic
propositions (AP) that indicate what
can be assumed as valid when a certain
entry in the log file is found. For
example, the proposition homepage is
associated to a row in the log file to
indicate that the request corresponding
to that row has led the application to
the home page.
propositions and regular expressions
are flexible tools that application
designers use to characterize the rows
in the log file, exploiting both
application
and domain
specific
knowledge.
3.2 Identifying the User Classes
In this step of the approach, the
designer may designer a set of user
classes relevant for the application
under analysis. A string in the format
(name=\value") defines each user class.
The inference engine uses code
fragments called classifiers decorated
with the annotation to specify classes
of users. The engine scans the log file,
invokes the classifiers on each row, and
associates the user classes returned by

the classifiers to the log _le entries. By
default, comes with two classifiers that
extract the user-agent and the user's
location obtained geo-locating the IP
address. For instance a row may by
associated with the following user
classes:
f(userAgent
=
\Mozilla=5:0:::");
(location = \Boston")g
Classifiers represent a flexible and
extensible tool to map rows in the log
into classes. Notice that, as shown in
the example above, each user may
belong to multiple classes.
By adding classifiers the designers can
classify the users into application or
domain specific classes exploiting
additional information that may be
stored in customized log files. For
example designers may classify users
predicating on their operating system,
the HTTP referrer, the user's time
zone, etc. For the sake of readability in
this paper we refer only to the default
classifiers, even if all the concepts and
examples we discuss here apply
seamlessly to more complex and
application specific classifiers.
3.3 Inferring the Model
Given the set of atomic propositions
AP and the user classes defined
through
filters
and
classifiers,
respectively, the inference engine
infers a set of discrete time Markov
chains (DTMCs) [4] that represent the
users' behaviours. The inference
process
works
sequentially
and
incrementally on the log _le as a data
stream. Once a log entry is processed,
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it may be discarded. Thus the process
works efficiently both on-line and offline, and works both for legacy
applications for which log data have
been collected and for newly deployed
applications.
4.1 Detecting Navigational
Anomalies
A navigational anomaly is a difference
between the actual and the expected
user navigation actions. The expected
navigation
is
what
has
been
implemented in the application and is
represented by the application's site
map. The actual navigation is instead
represented by a path on the DTMCs
inferred by, which corresponds to
actual navigations performed by users
in reality. Navigational anomalies can
be detected by comparing the DTMCs
with the site map. By detecting
navigation anomalies, we can defined
suggestions to improve the application.
We can, for example, identify frequent
users' workarounds that may witness
the lack of some navigational features.
As an example of navigational anomaly
detection, let us compare the model
produced
by
with
the
_ndyourhouse.com site map, by
running the analysis engine with
queries of this kind:

Analyze properties that correspond
both to emerging behaviours and
behaviours that may derive from new
requirements. Application designers
can use properties to describe the
expected behaviours of either all or
specific classes of users, as well as the
impact of changes in the navigation
attitude of users. Here we present the
results of the analysis of the
findyourhouse.com
log
file
for
properties that represent the different
type
of
analyses.
The
findyourhouse.com
owners
were
interested in improving the access to
the application in terms of renting
versus buying inquires. To do so, one
needed to understand what is the
probability of a user to browse sales
and not renting announcements and,
vice versa, the probability of users to
browse renting announcements only.
5. ALGORITHM
Step 1: Training Set by formation of
rules
"A" --> Apple
"B" --> Bag
"S" --> Shop
"T" --> "the"
"the shop" --> "my brother"

{}P =?{(X si)}{sj}

Step 2: Generation of Symbol String

For every state si, sj in the model. This
query specifies the request for the
probability of a user to move from state
sj to state si.

"I brought a B of As from T S"

4.2 Inferring Behaviours and
Attitudes

Step 3: Process to extract query
meaning
"I bought a B of apples from T S"
"I bought a bag of apples from T S"
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"I bought a bag of apples from T shop"
"I bought a bag of apples from the
shop"
"I bought a bag of apples from my
brother"
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
We presented a novel inference
mechanism conceived ad-hoc for
probabilistic model checking to elicit
requirements about emerging users'
behaviours. The approach extracts
DTMCs that represent the users'
behaviours from application logs, and
analyses
them
by
means
of
probabilistic model checking to identify
navigation anomalies and emerging
users' behaviours. We are extending
the approach with probabilistic timed
automata [4] to capture other user
behaviours.
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